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One of the most important economic tasks of construction activities actors is the correct estimation of their initial state in terms of the possibilities for further development. The solution of these complex problems under the conditions of limited resources puts forward the problem of quantitative and qualitative measurement of available resources and productive and technological potential of organizations. The paper discusses a system analysis of the construction organization and the components of the productive and technological potential as subsystems that have a qualitative and quantitative measurement of the maximum possible efficiency of resources usage by a construction organization under conditions of the rational construction management and the interaction of business entities in the investment sector.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most important economic tasks of construction activities actors is the correct estimation of their initial state in terms of the possibilities for further development. The solution of these complex problems under the conditions of limited resources puts forward the problem of quantitative and qualitative measurement of available resources and productive and technological potential of organizations. The correctness of measurements and calculations influence on the decision-making strategy which provides benefits from the current reorientation of productive capacity, material, labor, and innovative resources to produce marketable construction products and services. This causes a change in policy, economic relations with potential investors, customers, suppliers of materials and equipment, and supply industries [1].

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TOTAL POTENTIAL OF THE ORGANIZATION

There are several factors that form the organization's aggregate potential in the market economy conditions [2]:
• The state of market relations.
• Competitiveness.
• The pace of scientific and technological progress.
• Information base.
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ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION AND TECHNICAL POTENTIAL OF THE ORGANIZATION

The productive and technological potential characterizes the productive and technological capabilities of all main elements of production as an entire system that can adapt to the conditions of a market economy. In other words, it is the interaction of labor, material, energy, and information technology resources in a given specific
period. Potential components should be considered as subsystems or corresponding potentials due to the consistency of construction organizations.

Thus, according to the author’s concept, the productive and technological potential is an integral quantitative estimation of the maximum possible efficiency of resources usage by a construction organization under conditions of the rational construction management and the interaction of business entities in the investment sector. The definition of productive and technological potential as an integral system with elements serving a common goal requires focusing on the structural aspect of the problem with the analysis of the development and interaction of the main elements (resources).

On the grounds the productive and technological potential is a quite complex and comprehensive concept, it is necessary to evaluate its components only as comparable standardized indicators. This will allow to calculate an integrated indicator of the productive and technological potential of the organization.

The current state of the market economy study allowed us to conclude that the successful development of investment and construction activities of the territorial governing bodies relies heavily on the choice of an effective development and management for expanding the market for the production of finished construction products output and sales in response to reconstruction of the existing buildings [4,5].

**SETTING AND SOLVING OF THE MAIN TASKS**

Goals setting and solution of the main production and investment problems requires the growth opportunities for construction and installation works (CIW) of construction organizations and the potential intensity of construction industry enterprises. Generally, the potential intensity of any production system is an assessment of the enterprise’s potential capabilities in terms of the output of the relevant type and quality (in kind or value terms) for a certain period (usually an annual planning period). In other words, the potential intensity is an integral assessment of productivity (capacity) for any construction company [6].

However, from the territorial investment and construction complex perspective, the potential intensity of the industrial construction system (a construction organization and a construction industry enterprise in the study of reference) characterizes the acceptable level of its investment resources and reconstruction opportunities of residential real estate.

The authors consider the region production potential as the real output that can be produced with full usage of available investment resources in a given region, existing manufacturability, availability of production factors and resources required. The technical potential is considered as the aggregate capability of the available technical and technological resources of the economic entity of the territorial investment and construction complex (TICC) to carry out industrial and economic activities to produce finished construction output, to satisfy the needs of the population and social demand for these products, ensuring production and consumption development. The authors propose to consider the aggregate productive and technological potential as the final characteristic of the potential intensity of a construction enterprise that includes not only the internal indicators of the system capacity and the potential intensity but also productive-economic indicators that shows the current state of competitive construction products market. The most important step of the region productive and technological potential modelling is a description of its performance and development. This step involves the following activities:

1. goals setting of the regional potential performance;
2. criteria selection for the regional potential performance;
3. determination of the regional potential place in a high-order system, a description of the external environment, the form and mechanisms of interaction with it;
4. a description of the regional potential internal structure and the function of the individual elements;
5. the identification of the data connection between the external environment and regional potential, as well as between its subsystems and components;
6. the conceptualization of the regional potential development mechanism.

As already noted, it is very important in the description of the regional potential as a system is the definition of the objectives of its functioning.

For complex socio-economic systems, to which the region belongs, the multi-system of goals is also characteristic [7,8].

These goals may include:

a) stabilization and sustainable development of the region;
b) ensuring employment of the active population and the absence of social tension in the region;
c) ensuring a stable financial condition of the regional economy;
d) reproduction of natural conditions that ensure the livelihoods of the population of the territory at an ecologically safe level;
e) ensuring the conditions for self-reproduction of the regional potential of the territory.

**APPROACHES TO THE SELECTION OF CRITERIA INDICATORS**

As previously stated, the goals setting of the regional potential performance is very important for its description as a system.

Multi-system of goals is also applicable to complex socio-economic systems (to which the region belongs) [7,8].
These goals may include:

a) stabilization and sustainable development of the region;
b) ensuring employment of the active population and the absence of social unrest in the region;
c) ensuring the financial solvency of the regional economy;
d) reproduction of environmental conditions that ensure the livelihoods of the population of the territory at an ecologically safe level;
e) ensuring the conditions for self-reproduction of the regional potential of the territory.

There are two approaches for the selection of criteria characterizing the value of the regional potential. The value of the productive and technological potential can be expressed by the parameters of its structural state and an integrate reliability rate. This approach is due to the assumption of proportionality between the functional capabilities of the whole system and its structural parameters. In practice, these opportunities depend on production conditions and general economic factors (including inter-industry relations).

The second approach is based on the performance indicators of the regional potential. The performance effectiveness of the regional potential can be determined by one integrated or several individual indicators each of which characterizes the achievement of a particular goal of the regional potential performance. However, in the latter case, the problem of multicriteria and the need for reduction of several criteria to one arises. Therefore, we propose the option of assessing the effectiveness of the region performance based on the selection of the main criterion. There are different experts’ opinions about the selection [9,10,11,12]. Summarizing the conclusions of previous studies, we can propose the following indicators for the assessment of the regional system performance:

- gross regional product (GRP);
- net regional product (NRP);
- national income (NI);
- personal income (PI);
- revenues of local authorities (RLA).

Above mentioned indicators reflect the target interests of individual groups of territorial entities in a varying degree. The interests of state administration of the territory are linked with its economic potential through the revenues of local authorities (RLA): the higher the economic potential, the more possibilities of the territory for income generation. If the personal income of citizens (PI) is the main criterion, the goal of the regional potential performance is realized through the increasing of consumption fund increasing and the human wellbeing. Many researchers [13,14,15] believe that the national income (NI) measured in comparable prices should be the main criterion the region development. This indicator does not include a compensation fund of consumed means of production and re-accounting of material costs but characterizes the net result of public production which increases the amount of tangible and intangible goods at the society disposal.

At the same time, national income does not include depreciation deductions which can be a source of financing simple and expanded reproduction of capital stock which lowers the accumulation fund and the regional reproductive potential. Besides, the national income does not indicate the accumulation and consumption funds ratio which does not fix the contradiction between current consumption and future income from accumulation. Also, indirect taxes are not included in the national income which is a source of public expenditures financing and transfer payments despite subjective setting. The last drawback of national income as the main criterion can be eliminated by using the net regional product (NRP) indicator. However, this indicator does not include a compensation fund of consumed means of production (depreciation).

According to the analysis carried out by the authors, the most acceptable indicator of the effectiveness of the regional system performance and the main criterion in the regional potential model is the gross regional product (GRP). Gross regional product characterizes the value of goods and services produced in all sectors of the economy (including in the construction sector) intended for final consumption, accumulation and net export. The advantage of this indicator is the possibility of calculation the previously listed indicators.

There are two opinions about the selection of the main criterion of the regional system performance in the scientific literature. P. Oldak [16, 17] gives an example of using “net national welfare” indicator which is the algebraic sum of consumption of household goods (products and services, accumulated property), free time goods and characteristics of “negative welfare” (environmental pollution urbanization damage). The suggestion of switching to multi-criteria characteristics for the regional performance assessing is made in the same paperwork. These multi-criteria characteristics are derived from the system of social wealth accounts as:

- material wealth accumulation;
- services flow;
- knowledge accumulation;
- condition of reproducible natural resources;
- public health.

The multi-criteria approach to the regional system performance assessing is based on its relationship with other subsystems - social and natural. Each of the subsystems is characterized by its own set of indicators. The social subsystem is characterized by indicators of goods and services consumption, life expectancy, morbidity rate, etc. The natural subsystem is characterized by the state of reproducible and non-reproducible natural resources, levels of air, water and soil pollution, the level of degradation and the assimilation potential of the natural environment, etc.
A summarizing criterion for regional system performance as a weighted sum of particular criteria can be suggested based on these indicators. Experts determine the weight of a particular criterion by the preference matrix. However, experts’ involvement can be the reason of calculations subjectivity. The method of a particular criteria reduction to summarizing one by the means of valuation of criteria is preferable. In this case, the summarizing criterion valuation is determined by the cost of the accumulated goods or the damage suffered. The practical implementation of this approach has difficulties with the expression of social and natural characteristics of subsystems in monetary terms. Also, the regional productive and technological potential performance modeling involves a description of the organizational structure of the system, the allocation of connections and relationships between components, the characteristics of the external and internal environment, and factors and conditions for the regional potential performance. At the same time, informal and formal description of the system and the processes of its stable performance is distinguished. The informal description is initial as compared with the formal.

**CONCLUSION**

An informal description of the regional productive and technological potential starts with determining its place in a high-order system and the components of the external environment [18]. A high-order system at the regional level is a territory system (for example, an administrative area), which includes: production, economic, social, natural and information subsystems. Each of these systems has its potential. Thus, the regional potential as a subsystem is part of the potential of the corresponding territory.

The external environment for regional potential is represented by:

a) the territory population as the social system component;

b) the natural environment which is the human environment, a source of natural resources and the production of goods (services);

c) the system of state administration of the territory;

d) related socio-economic systems of territorial entities.

The internal structure of the regional potential includes the potentials of the upper level of description (labor, production, technical, natural-resource, innovative), which consist of lower-level potentials. All components of the regional potential should be considered in the context of the sectors of the national economy and administrative regions.
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